How to get to the University
By train/ public transport:
From Essen main station (Essen Hauptbahnhof, Essen HBF) to the University Duisburg-Essen please
take one of the following underground lines/trams:
U-Bahn U11

Direction: Gelsenkirchen Buerer Str.

U-Bahn U18

Direction: Essen Karlsplatz

Please get off at
„Universität Essen“.
Tram 101

Direction: Germaniaplatz

Tram 105

Direction: Frintrop Unterstr.
Please get off at
„Rheinischer Platz“.

Getting off at Rheinischer Platz (coming from Hauptbahnhof) direct yourself towards the exit, then
after reaching the end of the stairs take the exit on your left. Keep on walking until you see the
university building and its red pillars. We are looking forward to meeting you in the Glaspavillon right
behind these pillars.
Getting off at Universität Essen (coming from Hauptbahnhof) follow the signs to Universität Essen.
Entering the campus from this direction means that you have to cross it diagonally before reaching
your destination. You walk up the stairs on the right of the white Audimax building, cross a little
“street” and turn right onto a “path”. You keep walking on this “pedestrian path” until you reach a
little pond on your left – there you turn left and walk towards this part of the complex on your left (it
bears a lot of red decorative elements). Having reached the red building, follow the signs to LA SIG.
Your final destination will be the Glaspavillon where we will be waiting for you.
However, the safest way to get to the University is to get off at “Rheinischer Platz” and to follow the
signs towards the University.

By car:
Take the A42 – exit Bottrop Süd – then follow the signs to Essen (Zentrum), until you see the signs for
the Universität Essen.
Take the A40 – exit Essen Zentrum – then follow Zentrum, until you see the signs for the Universität
Essen.
The direction for your gps:
Universität Duisburg-Essen
Universitätsstrasse 2,
45141 Essen
Parking areas are situated on campus.

We wish you a pleasant journey and a safe trip – also back home.

